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Hello there!
This is my first game on Steam. And the game's name is JU.

how to Play?

Use KEY WSAD(or ↑↓←→) to control the green cube move to the red area. Don't worry too much about operation, it's really
easy. But you should be really careful about the path you choose, because there are some path traps in the game, such as an

endless loop.

Features:

80 Levels

4 play rules:

1.Basis rule (Level 1 - 20): Move green cube to the end area(the red block). When you use key to move the green cube, it just
keep moving until touch a block-wall. 
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2.Following rule (Level 21 - 40): Beside the basis rule, the end area will move when you try to move the green cube. So you
should think about the strategy: move the green cube or end area as a chief way. 

3.Twins rule (Level 41 - 60): Beside the basis rule, there will be two green cubes in the game, and two end areas. And be
careful: When the green cubes touch each other, they will become one entirety.

4.Zu rule (Level 61 - 80): Beside the basis rule, you will find a few green area which will move one block. What you need
to think is that move to the end area before anyone of the green areas moves to the left-end-area. And be careful: You need
move to the every blue block one time, or the end area will be blocked. This rule could be a little hard, remember it: Think
before Move.

why Choose Ju As Game's Name?

Actually, it is the name of a piece in Chinese chess. When I played Chinese chess whit my uncle, it suddenly occurred to me that
why not add the rule of JU to a simple maze map. So I made this game, JU.

Have Fun.
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BORING AND NO SENSE ADVENTURE GAME.
Graphics are somewhat painted pictures by monet, cezanne, etc.
Low resolution, uggly and old fashioned.
To move around the train is a complete♥♥♥♥♥♥
The point and click stuff is a pain.
Ok. You found your best friend killed and, what do you do?.
Easy, to throw him thru the window. A very logical decision !!!.
Maybe a good game for '80s but, not for 2014.. It's a deal. Fun and addicting. A good Bomberman clone. I wish you couldn't run
around bombs, and the levelling system seems pointless at the moment.

I have issues connecting to servers at times. After restarting my game, it'll work again (Windows 7).

Oh, and this game DESPERATELY needs a mute function.. Papers Please anime edition

This is a hilarous VN with full english voice acting for every character which is unique.
Has good replay value and it's well worth the price.. Wow this game had potential to be cool.

The AI is see player - suicide charge at player.

The levels are sometimes cool, sometimes not.

Just feels sooo unfinished.. Absolutelty fantastic.
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Nice couple of 3d vehicles and even a decent Mars landscape. That unfortunately is the end of the positives. This is a horribly
produced educational game disguised as an adventure whose sole purpose seems to be getting you to solve 3 rather simplistic
division exercises. Its meant to teach the basics of triangulation as well I suppose but the interface is so horrible that getting
anything to work is more luck than judgement so I would be suprised if many happy teens take that lesson home from
playschool.

The interface may work on a tablet or other touchscreen device I cant comment as I played the Linux version. On my version
you can turn about 20 degrees left or right before your mouse pointer comes to the edge of the window and you stop turning.
This leaves you walking backwards to most places as you cant turn around.

In summary nice graphics shame about the game.. Basic side scroller with minimal/basic variation in gameplay.
Game was glitchy with my mouse, and with no ability to modify the controls the game is unplayable, with the ship jumping
randomly around when i move the mouse slightly.

Cannot recommend this game. There are a couple minor issues I have with it but overall I definitely feel I've gotten $9 worth of
play out of it even just so far ;) and I'm not done.. Standard platformer but it can get very frustrating...
Checkpoint Charles saves the day (don't ask)

4.5/10. It's decent enough. Definitely a good way to kill some time. I do like the way it's combined RPG elements with a puzzle
game. At its core, this is simply a bejeweled clone, however I will say that the battle mechanics definitely add something to the
experience. The game is a tad on the easy side, it does get harder after on like the 4th level though. I would only recommend
getting this game if you don't already own a similar puzzle game, but there are plenty of more relaxing puzzle games.. Very nice
game. Combats are sometime challenging. And story is interestings.
The main issue of this game: It is too short and there is no second part :(. All this game demands of you is to be on point
perfectly most of the time... 99.99% will suffice.

Enjoy the workout.. Great retro looking shmup, with a modern vibe. Easy to learn, hard to master and very satisfying to play.
Recommended!
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